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A completely simple subsemigroup K of a completely simple semigroup S is a 
normal subsemigroup of S. or S is a normal extension of K, if x- ‘K.Y c K (x E S). 
A normal extension S of K is an essential extension if each non-trivial congruence 
on S restricts to a non-trivial congruence on K. For any completely simple 
semigroup S. the union 0(S) of the automorphism groups of the maximal 
subgroups of S is endowed with a semigroup structure such that the mapping Q5 of 
each element of S to the associated inner automorphism of the maximal subgroup 
containing it is a homomorphism of S into 0(S). It is shown that S has a maximal 
essential extension if and only if the metacentre of S (that is. the union of the 
centres of the maximal subgroups) is simply the set of idempotents of S. When such 
a maximal essential extension T exists, B, is one-to-one and there exists a 
monomorphism of T onto Q(S) extending 0,. A related semigroup C(S) whose 
elements are transformations of S with certain special properties (such as .+-class 
preserving. isomorphisms on Y-classes) is introduced and studied. A 
homomorphism of S into the product of Z(S) and its left-right dual is constructed 
which induces the same congruence on S as 0,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Various hulls of algebraic systems have turned out to be useful tools in 
diverse situations. To name a few: the automorphism group in group 
extensions, the translational hull in ideal extensions of rings and semigroups. 
the normal hull in the study of normal extensions of inverse semigroups, see 
15, 7, 81. We offer here a hull for completely simple semigroups, which we 
call normal, and which is in many respects a close analogue of those 
mentioned above. 
For any completely simple semigroup S, we define a suitable 
multiplication for the union of automorphism groups of the maximal 
subgroups of S. This is, by definition, the normal hull Q(S) of S. Then Q(S) 
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admits a natural Rees matrix representation if S is given such a represen- 
tation with a normalized sandwich matrix. 
We may call a completely simple subsemigroup K of S normal if K is self- 
conjugate; in its turn, S is a normal extension of K. The elements of S act on 
K by conjugation in a natural way thereby inducing a homomorphism 8, : 
S + Q(K). This may be considered as the initial step in a theory of normal 
extensions of completely simple semigroups. 
The general notion of an essential extension, which has proved fruitful in 
ring and module theory, as have the dense extensions in semigroup theory, 
has some interesting features for normal extensions of completely simple 
semigroups. The existence of maximal essential extensions for groups and 
inverse semigroups is subject to conditions which. for example, in the group 
case amount to the triviality of the centre. For completely simple semigroups 
the analogue of the centre is what we call the metacentre. The existence of a 
maximal essential extension of a completely simple semigroup S is 
equivalent to its metacentre coinciding with the idempotents of S, and is also 
equivalent to the triviality of the centre of any maximal subgroup of S. If 
this is the case, the normal hull provides a maximal essential extension of S. 
up to an isomorphism. 
Also considered is a subsemigroup C(S) of the full transformation 
semigroup of a completely simple semigroup S consisting of certain locally 
well-behaved functions which are. in particular, .&class preserving with 
range equal to an Y-class and also isomorphisms when restricted to any 3’ 
class. A characterization of the elements of C(S) in terms of the structural 
components of S is given when S is assumed to be in Rees matrix form. 
A homomorphism of Q(S) into C(S) is constructed which, when 
compared with 8, : S + G(S). provides a representation 6, of S by transfor- 
mations of S having, in contrast to standard representations of S. the 
desirable local property of being isomorphisms when restricted to any I( 
class. 
Finally. it is shown that the product of 6, with its left-right dual provides 
a representation of S inducing the same congruence on S as 0,. 
2. NORMAL EXTENSIONS 
In general. we use the terminology of Howie [2] and Petrich 161. In 
particular. we adopt the notation in ]6] for Rees matrix semigroups and use 
the description of congruences on them presented in 121. We will denote by 
E,y the set of idempotents of the semigroup S, and by [E,5] the subsemigroup 
of S generated by E,y. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A subsemigroup K of a completely simple semigroup S 
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is a normal subsemigroup of S, and S is a normal extension of K, if (i) K is 
a completely simple subsemigroup and, (ii) x-‘Kx g K, for all x E S. 
The first point to notice is that the requirement that .C ’ Kx c K for all 
x E S, ensures that K has nonempty intersection with every .&%lass of S 
and so is full in the sense that E, g K. 
Notation 2.2. For S =. [‘(I, G. A; P), with P normalized, we will consis- 
tently write 
P= subgroup of G generated by the entries of P. 
.R = set of normal subsemigroups of S, 
f = set of normal subgroups of G containing p, 
where .X and ~ I. are both lattices with respect to inclusion. 
LEMMA 2.3 [3]. If S =, [(I. G. A: P). where P is normalized, then 
[E, 1 = Y(Z, p, A ; P). 
DEFINITION 2.4. A completely simple semigroup S is an essential 
extension of a normal subsemigroup K if the restriction to K of any non- 
trivial congruence on S is non-trivial. 
Definition 2.4 is a standard definition in the context of universal algebra, 
rings and modules. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For a congruence p on a completely simple semigroup 
S, let ker p = U (ep 1 e E E, } be the kernel of p. 
We require the following elementary observations regarding congruences 
on a completely simple semigroup, the first part following from [2, 
Lemma 4.19 1 and the second part being an easy exercise. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let S = I(f, G, A; P). If N is a normal subgroup of G. 
then p,,, defined on S bJ1 
(i,g,~)p,(j,h,~)oi=j, gh-‘EN, A=P 
is an idempotent separating congruence on S and every such congruence is 
obtained in this way. Moreover, 
ker P.M = ((6 gv A) I gP.li E NI 
and any idempotent separating congruence is completely determined by its 
kernel. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let S =.M(Z, G, A; P) with P normalized. 
(i) The mappings 
K+K*=(gEGI(l,g,l)EK}. 
N+ N* = ((i, g. A) E S 1 g E NJ. 
are mutually inverse lattice isomorphisms of. 8 and L f . . 
(ii) S is an essential extension of K E .K if and on!), if G is an 
essential extension of K *. 
Proof: (i) For a normal subsemigroup K of S and e = (1, 1, l), H, n K 
is a normal subgroup of H,, and so K* is a normal subgroup of G; since 
E,sK 
(l,p.\i’, l)=(l. 1, l)(i3p.,‘,A)(l. 1, l)EH,nK, 
so p.u’ E K* and thus Ps K”. 
If N is a normal subgroup of G containing p, then for g, h E N, 
since gp,jh E N, 
(i, g, A)-’ = (i, p.i’g-‘p.U’, A) E N* since p.;i’g-‘p.;i’ E N. 
(6 P.\i’, 1) E N since PC N”, 
(i. t, A)- ’ (j, h, ,a)(i, t, A) = (i. p,u’t- ‘p,~i’p.\ihp~it~ 1) E N*, 
since h E N implies p.;i’p.lihpui E N, so that t -‘(.~.;~‘p.~~hp~~) t E N, since N 
is normal, and finally p,‘(t- ‘p.;;‘p.,jhpuj t) E N. This shows that N* is a 
normal subsemigroup of S. 
Finally. 
since (i, g,A) E K implies (1, 1. l)(i, g, A)(l, 1, 1) = (1, g, 1) E K, while 
(1, g, 1) E K implies (i, 1, l)(l, g, l)(l, 1, A) = (i, g, 1) E K. Also 
(ii) Let G be an essential extension of N, and let p be a congruence on 
S whose restriction to N* is the equality relation. Since E, c N*, p is idem- 
potent separating. Hence p = pH for some normal subgroup H of G. Let 
gE Nn H. Then (1, g, l)p,,(l, 1, 1) and (1, g, l)E N*. Thus, by the 
hypothesis, (1, g, l)= (1, 1, l), that is, g= 1. Hence Nn H= (I}, and the 
hypothesis implies that H = ( 1). But then p = E, the identity congruence on 
S, and thus S is an essential extension of N*. 
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Conversely, assume that S is an essential extension of N*. Let H be a 
normal subgroup of G such that H n N = { 1). Then pf, is a congruence on S. 
If (i, g, 1). (j, h,p) E N* and (i, g. ,l)p,(j. h,,~). then i = j, 1 = ,D and 
gh ~’ E Nf3 H = ( 1 }, so that g = h. Hence pJv. = E. and the hypothesis 
yields pI, = E, so that H = (1 }. Consequently, G is an essential extension 
of N. 
It follows from Theorem 2.7(i) that any normal subsemigroup is 
completely determined by its intersection with H,, e = (1, 1, 1). Since the 
concept of a normal subsemigroup is quite independent of any particular 
representation as a Rees matrix semigroup, we have: 
COROLLARK 2.8. A normal subsemigroup of a completel~~ simple 
semigroup S is determined bJ> its intersection with arty YFclass of S. 
3. THE NORMAL HULL 
Consideration of the existence of a maximal essential extension of a 
completely simple semigroup S leads to a construction endowing the union 
of the automorphism groups of the maximal subgroups of S with the 
structure of a completely simple semigroup. 
Notation 3.1. For x E S, a completely simple semigroup. X” = XX ’ . 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S be a completely simple semigroup and a. b E S. Then 
(ab)-’ = (ab)“b-‘(ba)oa-‘(ab)o. 
Proof. C!early ab F (ab)’ b ‘(ba)’ a ‘(ab)’ while 
(ab)[(abj’b-‘(ba)‘a-‘(ab)‘] = abb-‘(ba)‘a- ‘tab)” 
= a(ba)’ a - ‘(ab)” 
= aa ‘(ab)” 
= (abj’. 
from which the result follows. 
The mappings introduced in the next lemma play a central role in the 
subsequent developments. 
LEMMA 3.3. For e,J E E,. S a completely simple semigroup, the 
mapping 
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is an isomorphism of H, onto l$ with incerse 
fp;; ;. : 1’ + ejfjz)” (yE H,-). 
Proof. Clearly q’r.l- maps H, into H,. Let x, J E H,. Then 
(u) ‘P~.~ = (fe)” KY/- 
= (fe)” (x(fe)“)xf since x 2 fe, 
= (fe)” -ti(fe)” xf since f .A fe. 
= (-%..fbcp,. ,I- 
so that a),,, is a homomorphism. 
Furthermore, for ,Y E H,. 
4w,.f)W)o = edfe)" xfdfe)" 
= ex( fe)” since e Y fe and f .A fe, 
= x since s E H, and e Y fe, 
while, for y E Hf. 
(e.Nk)") (P~..~= W)" eNfe)'f 
= (fe)” .rf since fe 2’ e and fe .R jI 
= .v since yEHf and fe.#j 
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Thus the mapping in (1) is the inverse of ye.,- and pp.,- is an isomorphism. 
Notation 3.4. For any group G, we will denote by S’(G) the 
automorphism group of G. For g E G, we denote by E, the inner 
automorphism x + g-‘xg, corresponding to g and we write ,-7(G) for the 
subgroup of .d(G) consisting of all inner automorphisms. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let e,LgEE,, S a completely simple semigroup. Then 
(P~.~E,~~,~(~~,~(P~,~ = veqf. If, in addition, e y’ g or g 2 .L then (D~.~(P~.~ = ve..f. 
Proof. For any x E H,, 
-~w,.,E(~~,~(.~~,~~‘P~.~= ((ge)” xd h)olfgdkf 
= l(e)” (fg)“l-’ (ge)“xg[Cge)o (fg)“l VP,.! 
= (fg)" Ike)" Uk)“lm’ ke)"xd(ge)o (fg)"lf 
= C/k)” [(ge)” (fgl”lo (fg)” [(fg)o (se)“l” (89” 
. [(ge)’ (fg)“lo (ge)” xgke)’ (Jk)“f by Lemma 3.2. 
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= dfs)” g(.W” W)” W” gke>” x&9” dfg)“f 
since (abc)’ = (ac)O, 
= (fs>” (fe)” (ge)” -W>“f 
since g 9 (fg)‘, (se)” 9 g and (fg)’ 9.L 
= (.Ld” W” xf since dfe)” Lf (ge)” and x 9’ (ge)“, 
= (fe)” xf since (fg)’ 9 (fe)‘, 
= XP,./- 
If e;/’ g, then (ge)” = g so that (se)” cfg)” = g(fg)’ = g. Hence 
E,~+,~~~,,, = E,, the identity mapping on H,, so that the second claim holds in 
this case. The proof for the case g.9 f is similar. 
Notation 3.6. For any completely simple semigroup S, let 
and 
O(S) = u (T’(H,) j e E E,}. 
Define a binary operation * on Q(S) by 
u * P = a),e~,Q,,a~p,.fP~,.(ef,o 
noting that a * /I E d(H,). 
(a E ..d(H,), P E -Q+‘VQ), (2) 
We will show presently that Q(S) is a completely simple semigroup with 
respect to the operation defined in (2) by establishing an isomorphism with a 
Rees matrix semigroup of the following form. 
DEFINITION 3.7. For S =M(Z, G, A; P), with P normalized, let 
d(S) =M(Z, d(G), A; P*) 
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where pXi = &P,i and let 
LEMMA 3.8. For S =, /(I, G, A; P), 7(S) is a normal subsewigroup 
of .4(S). 
ProoJ: Clearly 7(S) is a completely simple subsemigroup of .4(S) 
. . 
contammg E .+,,s,. In addition, for (i, a, A) E .d(S). (j, E,, .D) E J(S), 
(i, a, A)-’ (j, eR,p)(i, a, 1) = (i, e;Cfa-‘&;,:, A)(j, ERepUia, A) 
= (i, Ep,f a - ‘e&j EP.ii&g&Puiay A) 
= (6 ~;~jq,~;~,.~~ .,a,A) E S-(S). 
Consequently, -S”(S) is a normal subsemigroup of M(S). 
LEMMA 3.9 (6, Theorem IV.2.lj. Let S be a completely simple 
semigroup and fzx g E Es. Then 
xs: a + ((ado7 gag1 (ga)“) (a E 9 
is an isomorphism of S onto R(S) =, Y(Z, G, A; P) where 
I= (eEE,jeY’g}, G=H,, A=(eEE,je.Rg}, 
p = (4,&J, Pre = fe. 
Moreover. P is normalized at g. 
In what follows, we will consistently use the notation of Lemma 3.9. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let S be a completely simple semigroup and M =. .-Y(S). 
Then the mapping 
9s: a --) ((es)", 9,.ra9e.r3 (se)") (a E CrJ’(H,) s G(S), e E E,%), 
is an isomorphism of Q(S) onto ,Q’((M). inducing an isomorphism of O(S) 
onto .7(M). 
ProoJ Let 9 = 9ps. If a E .&‘(H,), p E Ld(Hf), e, f E E, and acp = /?9, 
then equating the first and third components, we get (eg)” = (fg)” and 
(ge)” = (d)‘. Thus eflf, and so e = f. Hence, equating the group 
components, a = p, since the mappings 9,., , 9,., are isomorphisms, so that 9 
is one-to-one. 
For (h, 1: k) E M’(M), let e = (hk)’ and a = 9,: ycpc;: E Lw’(Hr). Then 
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(eg)” = ((hk)‘g)’ = (hg)’ = h, since h Y g, and similarly (ge)” = k, since 
k.9 g. Hence 
aa, = ((eg)“, v)~.~v),,~, @)“I = (k Y, k) 
and a, is a bijection. 
Further, a * /I E .d(H,,,-,o), so that 
(a * PI v1 = ((kf)” g)“, v)g.cefjo(a * P) ~~~~~~~~~ (g(ef)“)“) 
= ((eg)“, 9 s.(ef)0(P,e/,o.ca~Pe.fP~~.ce,,orP,e,o.~, kf 1”). 
Three straightforward applications of Lemma 3.5 will yield the equality of 
the group components in (arp)(&) and (a */I) cp. Since the first and third 
components are also equal, it follows that (ap)(&) = (a * /?) 9, and cp is an 
isomorphism. 
Finally, let a E S. Then 
EaV, = ((47)“. V)g,aO&,V),O.~~ ka)“). 
For any xE H,, 
(3) 
while 
-~~PR.oo~a~)ao.n = ((a”g)” xa”) %Vloo., 
=a -‘@do XQ”) va0.g 
= (guO)O a - ‘(ug)” xug 
= (gu)” a - ‘(ug)” xug. (4) 
However, applying Lemma 3.2 successively to (ga)g and gu, we obtain 
(kw-’ = (gug)“g-‘kga)o (P-’ bg)” 
= (w)” (gu)-’ g 
= (gu)” (gu)“u-‘(ug)og-‘g 
= (gu)O a ‘(ug)O. (5) 
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Thus the expressions (3) and (4) are equal so that 
EavJ = ((do, &gag, (w)“) E TP). 
Since the mapping a -+gag is a surjection of S onto H,, it follows that w 
maps B(S) onto .7(M), completing the proof of the theorem. 
DEFINITION 3.11. For any completely simple semigroup S. the 
(completely simple) semigroup @(S) is the normal hull of S. 
COROLLARY 3.12. For any completely simple semigroup S, Q(S) is a 
completely simple semigroup and O(S) is a normal subsemigroup. 
ProoJ: The result follows from Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 3.8 by 
considering any Rees matrix representation of S. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let S =. #(I, G, A; P), S’ =, d(Z’, G’, ,4’; P’) be 
isomorphic completely simple Rees matrix semigroups. Then M(S) 2 J(S’). 
Proof: Since the definition of Q(S) is independent of the matrix represen- 
tation of S, Q(S) and @(S’) are isomorphic. Hence, by Theorem 3.10, 
.d(S) z G(S) 2 @(S’) z .d(S’). 
4. THE METACENTRE 
We introduce, for a completely simple semigroup, an analogue of the 
centre of a group which will be the kernel of a representation by inner 
automorphisms. 
Notation 4.1. For any group G and any subgroup H of G, let Z(G) 
denote the centre of G and C,(H) denote the centralizer of H in G. For any 
completely simple semigroup S and any normal subsemigroup K of S, let 
M,(K) be given by 
M,(K) = u C,c(Kn He). CEES 
We refer to M,(K) as the metacentralizer of K, while in the case K = S, we 
refer to 
M(S)=M,(S)= u -W,) 
CEES 
as the metacentre of S. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let K be a normal subsemigroup of the completely simple 
semigroup S. 
(i) M,(K)= (xE SI x’yx = xyx’, for ally E K), 
(ii) M(S) = (x E S 1 x’yx = xyx’, for all x E S}. 
If S =. H(Z, G. A; P) where P is normalized, then 
(iii) MS(K) = ((4 g, 1) I gP.\i E C,(K*)I, 
(iv) M(S) = ((4 g, 1) I gP.ti E Z(G)\. 
Proof Since (ii) and (iv) are special cases of (i) and (iii), we confine our 
attention to (i) and (iii). 
For x E M,(K), y E K we have, for e = x0, x E CHr(KnH,), and so 
x- ’ E CMkiK n H,). Since x”yxo E K n H,, 
x”yx = xx ‘xOyxOx = xx”y+Kox - ‘I = xyx” 
so that the containment holds one way in (i). On the other hand. if 
x”yx = X)X0, for all y E K and e = x0 then, for any y E K f7 H,, 
xy = x( yxO) = xyx” = x”yx = (xOy) x = yx 
and so x E CMc(K n H,) E M,(K). Thus (i) holds. 
Now let S =M(Z, G, A; P), where P is normalized. If (i, g, A) E M,(K). 
then by Theorem 2.7 we have, for all k E K*, 
(i, g, A>(& k, 1) = (i, k, A>(& g, A) (6) 
or 
(i, gP.\ik, 1) = (6 kP.\i g. A) 
so that gp,ik = kp,i g. With k = 1, this gives gp,i = p.ti g so that, in general, 
(gP.\i) k = kP,ti g = 4 gP.ki)* Thus gP.,i E C,(K*). Conversely. if 
gP..\i E CdK*) then 
gP,Li = gPAi(Pli P.Ti’) = P.li(gP.ki) P.U’ = P-Ii g 
since PC K*. A routine calculation will now verify (6) for all k E K*. 
Hence (iii) holds. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let K be a normal subsemigroup of S =,.H(Z, G, A; P). 
where P is normalized. 
(i) The mapping defined on S by 
rszti : (i. g, A) + (i, &,I,. , A>, 
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where &,I,. denotes the restriction of E, to K*, is a homomorphism of S into 
M’(K) extending the epimorphism TC~ = rKzti : K + ,7(K). 
(ii) The congruence induced 64’ rszR is pcGcti., with kernel M,(K). 
Proof We compute with r = rSEK and E, = E, iA-. ,
(i, g,A) r(j, h,,a) r= (6 ~,,l)(j, ~~,,a) = (6 E,E~,,E,,,EI) 
= 0, E,, ,ih, PU) = (6 gp.&p) r 
= [Ci, g, l)(j, h,pu)l 5, 
noting that the normality of K implies that p.Ij E K* and E,, ,, E .v~(K”). Thus 
r is a homomorphism. 
It is clear that rsEK extends 7~~. while, from the definition of -Y(K) 
(Definition 3.7). it is evident that 71, maps K onto Y(K), establishing (i). 
Furthermore. 
(i. g, J.) 5 = (j, h,p) r* (i. E,, 1) = (j, &h.p) 
oi=j, e,I,.=Ehlli,, A=p 
oi=j.gh-‘EC,(K*),A=p (7) 
and thus r induces p,v, where N = C,(K*). That p,, has kernel M,(K) follows 
from (7) and Lemma 4.2(iii). 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let K be a normal subsemigroup of the completely 
simple semigroup S. If M,(K) = E, (respectively, M(S) = E,), then we say 
that K (respectively, S) has idempotent metacentralizer (respectively, 
metacentre). 
For instance, it can be shown that the free completely simple semigroup F 
on more than one generator has idempotent metacentre and every normal 
subsemigroup of F has idempotent metacentralizer. 
COROLLARY 4.5. With the notation of Theorem 4.3 the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) rszK is one-to-one. 
(ii) C,(K*) = ( 1 }. 
(iii) Z(K*) = (I} and G is an essential extension of K*. 
(iv) M(K) = E, and S is an essential extension of K. 
(~1 M,(K) = Es. 
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Proof. The equivalence of the statements (i), (ii) and (v) is immediate 
from Theorem 4.3, while that of (iii) and (iv) follows from Lemma 4.2(iv) 
and Theorem 2.7(ii). 
If (ii) holds, then Z(K*) c C,(K*) = ( 1 }. Furthermore, if N is a normal 
subgroup of G with Nf? K* = {l), then n-‘k-‘nk E Nn K* = (I), for all 
n E N. k E K*, so that n E C,(K*) = ( 1 }. Thus N = ( 1 }, G is an essential 
extension of K*, and (iii) holds. 
If (iii) holds, then C&K*) is a normal subgroup of G with 
C,(K*) n K* Y& Z(K*) = (1 } so that, since G is an essential extension of 
K*, C,(K*) = ( l} and (ii) holds. 
5. MAXIMAL ESSENTIAL EXTENSIONS 
Here we find necessary and sufficient conditions for a completely simple 
semigroup to have a maximal essential extension. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let S = +f(I, G, A; P) with P normalized. If S has idem- 
potent metacentre, then M’(S) is a maximal essential extension of ,7(S) and 
,7(S) is isomorphic to S. 
Proof. We have seen that idempotent metacentre is equivalent to ns: 
S -,M’(S) being one-to-one, so 7rs is an isomorphism of S onto .7(S). In 
.d(S), we have 
3’(S) = /(I, .7’(G), A; P*) = (J(G))*. 
The semigroup S having idempotent metacentre is equivalent to Z(G) = (e). 
It was proved by Gluskin [ 1 ] that in such a case, <d(G) is a maximal 
essential (normal) extension of ,-S(G). It follows that .-J(S) is an essential 
extension of -Y(S). 
Let T =. /(I, H, A; P) be an essential extension of S. Then H is an 
essential extension of G, and the mapping h -+ E,,& embeds H into J(G), for 
it is always a homomorphism and it is one-to-one by Corollary 4.5. Hence 
the natural homomorphism tTzS : (i, h, A) + (i, Ed Ic, II) embeds T into M*(S). 
Hence .d(S) contains an isomorphic copy of every essential extension of S 
by an isomorphism which extends zs : S -+ M(S). 
Let T be an essential extension of ,7(S) containing <U’(S) and let 
r = T,: T,s,. For any t E T, we define a mapping &J’ on S by 
8’ : (i, g, A) -+ (i, g’, A) if tr: (i, E~,;O-) (i, &,.,A). 
Since tr E %@‘(J(S)), it follows that t!? E J@‘(S). Now, M(S) G T so B’s is 
defined as the action of 8’ on J’(S). By the construction of 8’, it is clear that 
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@‘r = tr. Since T is an essential extension of .7(S), 7 must be one-to-one. But 
then t = 0’ E .d(S), which proves that T = .d(S), and gives the desired max- 
imality. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let S be a completely simple semigroup with maximal 
subgroup G. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) S has a maximal essential extension. 
(ii) G has a maximal essential extension. 
(iii) .Z(G) is trioial. 
(iv) S has idempotent metacentre. 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from [I], while the 
equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is clear from the definition of M(S). 
Assume that G does not have a maximal essential extension. Let T be an 
essential extension of S. Give T a normalized Rees representation T = 
H(f, H, A; P). Since S is a normal subsemigroup of T, we may assume that 
S =. ./(I, G, /i; P) for G a subgroup of H. Note that S contains the idem- 
potents of T and thus all sandwich matrix entries are contained in G. and 
aV(Z, G, A; P) is properly defined. We may now apply Lemma 2.7(ii) to 
conclude that H is an essential extension of G. By hypothesis, G has an 
essential extension K properly containing H. Now letting V =M(I, K, A; P), 
again by Lemma 2.7(ii) we conclude that V is an essential extension of S 
which evidently contains T properly. Consequently, S has no maximal 
essential extension. 
Now assume that G has a maximal essential extension. Then by (iii). G 
has trivial centre. We deduce from Lemma 4.2 that S has idempotent 
metacentre and thus .7/(S) is a maximal essential extension of .;Y(S) 2 S, by 
Lemma 5.1. 
Remark 5.3. Recently Pastijn [4] proved a result for inverse semigroups 
analogous to Theorem 5.2. 
6. REPRESENTATION BY INNER ALJTOMORPHISMS 
In this section we present the abstract analogues of the results developed 
in Sections 4 and 5 for completely simple Rees matrix semigroups. 
First, we note that the morphisms xs (Lemma 3.9), os (Theorem 3.10), 
and 71~ (Theorem 4.3) lead naturally to the consideration of a fourth 
morphism. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. For any completely simple semigroup S the mapping 
e, : a --) E, (a E S) 
is an epimorphism of S onto O(S) such that the diagram 
d(M) m(s) 
%I- +s 1% 




ProoJ: Since xs and ps are both isomorphisms, if we show that the 
diagram commutes then it will be a necessary corollary that 8, is a 
homomorphism and. since 8, clearly maps S onto O(S), the proof will be 
complete. 
Let a E H,. Then, from Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 4.3, 
aiwb = ((ag)“, gag, ka)“) 7bl 
= ((as)o7 ESnK3 (iv)“) 
while, by the definition of 8, and Theorem 3.10. 
a&cp, = 6, vs 
= Ned”, v)~~,(P,.~~ (ge)“). 
For any sE G= H,, 
XE gag = (gag)-’ drag) = (gag)-’ w 
and 
-W a.eE,ve.s = (gel” a-‘(eg)“-~w 
= (ge)” a-‘(eg)Oxag. 
(8) 
(9) 
By Eq. (5) and since a E H,, the expressions (8) and (9) are equal and so 
the diagram commutes. 
Corresponding to Theorem 4.3 we obtain 
THEOREM 6.2. Let K be a normal subsemigroup of the completely simple 
semigroup S. 
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(i) The mapping defined on S bq 
eszK : a + 5 IKnH, (a E 9, 
where E, IKnH, denotes the restriction of E, to K n H,, is a homomorphism of 
S into the normal hull @(K) of K extending the epimorphism 0, : K + O(K). 
(ii) The congruence induced by Osza is idempotent separating with 
kernel M,(K). 
Proof: This may be verified directly, with the help of Proposition 6.1. or 
derived from Theorem 4.3 by taking S to be in Rees matrix form. 
7. REPRESENTATION BY LOCAL ISOMORPHISMS 
Here we associate with any completely simple semigroup S a semigroup 
of mappings of S that are isomorphisms locally and relate it to the previous 
discussions. 
Notation 7.1. For any set X, K(S) denotes the full transformatiorl 
semigroup on X while for any completely simple semigroup S. Z(S) will 
denote the subsemigroup of F(S) consisting of those mappings 6 satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) the range r(6) of 6 is an Sclass: 
(ii) 6 is .&class preserving: 
(iii) for any f E Es, Sl,,, is an isomorphism of L,.onto r(S); 
(iv) there exists an idempotent e = e(6) E r(6) such that for all 
s E R,, a. 6, c E S. 
Ip,~.,.~*,o(P,,h,~.l,h)oB = cp .~(‘.(xcl”~l.~c)“.(oc)U 6. 
Condition (iv) may be depicted as follows: 
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In fact, C(S) is a subsernigroup of F(S). This can be verified directly 
(with e(6,6,) = e(6,)) or deduced from Theorem 7.5 below. 
We begin with some simple observations related to 7.1. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let S be a completely simple semigroup. 
(i) 6 E F(S) is a homomorphism on r/‘-classes if and only if 
(xa) S(ya) 6 = (xaya) 6 (x, ?; a E S). 
(ii) xv xo.(,b)o~(xb)o,(ab)o = hW” -WI0 (x E S). 
(iii) Condition 7.1 (iv) is equivalent to 
(iv)’ there exists an idempotent e = e(6) such that 
[ (ab)’ x(xb)’ 1 6 = [ (ac)” x(xc)” 1 6 
for all x E R,, a, 6, c E S. 
ProoJ (i) Since xa I/ ya, if 6 is a homomorphism on 2 -classes. then 
the equation in (i) holds. Conversely, if x Y y, then JX’ = J and so 
(xy) 6 = [(xX0)( yxO) 1 6 = (xx”) 6( yxO) 6 = (x6)( yd) 
and 6 is a homomorphism on I/-classes. 
(ii) We have 
-Y(P,o.(xb)“Vl(,b)U,(~b)U = (-~04~b)“) (P(.rb)U.(&)” 
= (ab)’ x(xb)’ (ab)’ 
= (ab)’ x(xb)‘. 
(iii) is an immediate consequence of (ii). 
Notation 7.3. For a completely simple semigroup S, let I(S) denote the 
set of 6 E C(S) satisfying, in addition to the conditions (it(iv) of 7.1, the 
condition 
(v) %f<,,b, E ~W,,s,). 
The fact that I(S) is a subsemigroup of C(S) will be a consequence of the 
next theorem. 
Notation 7.4. For S a completely simple semigroup and 
u E .d(H,) c G(S), let 
A, : x + x(~ro,ewe.,,,,~ (x E S); 
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that is. since .W %’ e, 
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x3, = (xe)” ((e.u)O xe)a(xe)” = (xe)” ((ex)’ xe) cf. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let S be a completely simple semigroup. Then the 
mapping 
A,: u+A, 
is a homomorphims of Q(S) onto Z(S) inducing a homomorphism of O(S) 
onfo Z(S). 
Proof From the definition of A, (CI E .ti’(H,)) and since vr.t- is always 
an isomorphism, it is clear that A, maps H,, for any .Y E S. isomorphically 
onto H,,. Hence r(A,) = L, and 7.1 (i) is satisfied. 
Since xA, is of the form (xe)” ~9, it follows that xA, r/ x so that 7. I (ii) is 
satisfied. This combined with the earlier observation that A, restricts to an 
isomorphism of each .X-class. implies that the restriction of A,, to any I 
class L, is a bijection of L, onto L,. Let x. ~1 E L,, . Then 
(.uA,)(yA, j = (se)“((ex)” se) a( ye)” ((ev)’ yeI c1 
= (se)” ((ex)” xe) a( (ey)” Jqe) cf since ye 1’ e. 
= (se)” ((ex)’ xe(eJ.)“j,e) u since a E .v’( H,.), 
= (xe)” ((ex)” .u(ey)O ye) u since e d ey. 
= (xe)’ ((ex)” xj,e) a since s 2’ 19 2 ey. 
= (xye)” ((e.y*)” .y-e) cf since s I J’. 
= (xJ,) A, 
Thus A, is an isomorphism of L, onto L, and 7.!(iii) is satisfied. 
For any x E R,, a, 6, c E S. a E .w’(Hr), 
.~(~,~.,.,~,~~(~,.~~,“.(ab)odn = tab)’ -WJ” A, by Lemma 7.2, 
= [tab)’ -4yb)” I (P~~~,~~.~.~(P~.(~,~.,~~ 
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= [ (eb)’ [ (ab)’ x(xb)” 1 e 1 u~,.,,,,.,,~ 
= (ae)” 1 (eb)’ x(xb)O e 1 u(ae)” 
= (ae)” (xe) a(ae)” since s .n’ e 
and similarly. 
Thus A, satisfies condition 7.l(iv) so that A, E Z(S). 
If, in addition, (;I E .7(H,). then clearly AJIIc,= u E r(H,) so that A, 
maps O(S) into I(S). 
while 
Since (ef)” .2 e, e 2+ (xe)” and f Y’ (ef)‘, three applications of Lemma 3.5 
establish that xd,, = xA, A,. for all x E S. Hence A, is a homomorphism. 
For 6 E C(S), let e = e(6) be as in condition 7.l(iv) and let a = 61,,<,. We 
may then consider u as an element C(S) and compare A, with 6. For .Y E S, 
XA , = xcp .r~,ea(Pe.cxel~ 
= (xe)” ((ex)” xe) a 
= (xe)” ((ex)” xe) 6 
= (xe)’ d((ex)O xe) 6 since (xe)” E E,.k,. 
= ((xe)” (ex)’ xe) 6 since 6 is an automorphism of L,. (10) 
From condition (iv) with f = (ex)‘, jk in place of x, a = x = b, c = e, we 
have 
where, by Lemma 7.2(ii), 
(fx) fPfJ(4r.d = wfxf) 6 = xs (12) 
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and, again by Lemma 7.2(ii), 
W a)f.,fr,o~(y,)lr.,,,)oB = W)“J~W”) 6 
= ((xe)’ (ex)” xe) 6. (13) 
From (lo), (11). (12) and (13), it follows that xd, =x6, for all .Y E S. 
Hence A, = 6 and A, is an epimorphism of Q(S) onto C(S). 
If, in fact. 6 E Z(S), then a = 61,,‘, E .~?‘(H,) so that 6 is in the image of 
O(S) under A,y. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Notation 7.6. Combining the mappings 19~ and A,, we obtain a mapping 
6, = @,A,: S + C(S). that is, 6,: a + 6, (a E S), where 
Remark 7.7. The homomorphism 6, provides a representation of S by 
whole, as opposed to partial, mappings of S, each of which is well behaved 
“locally.” that is on i/‘-classes. In Section 9, we combine this representation 
with its dual and consider their product. In preparation for that we obtain 
some basic properties of 6,. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. (i) r(6,,) = Sa (a E S). 
(ii) ker 6, o 6, ’ = M(S). 
(iii) 6, o 6;’ is the maximum congruence with kernel M(S) and 
contained in 2’. 
Proof: (i) Since S, E C(S), r(6,) IS an 2 -class. But clearly r(6,,) G Sa. 
Hence (i) holds. 
(ii) If a E M(S) and e = a’, then a E Z(H,) and, for any x E S. 
d,, = Mp X~.l7~~O~P,~.(.W 
= -~W,o.,o&ea)“u.(,~,il since qvo.,I, E He, 
= x6,. 
Thus 6, = 6, and a E ker 6, o 6; ’ . 
Conversely, if a E ker S, o 6; ‘. e = a0 and x E H,, then 
.Y = .up,~,&,~~,, = x8, = XB,, 
=x$0 e.r E,v),,, = xc,, = a - ‘xa 
so that a E Z(H,) c M(S). 
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(iii) Let p be any congruence on S contained in It’ with kernel M(S). 
Let apb. Then a-‘pb-’ so that boa-‘b’pb-’ and boa-‘bpb-‘b=b’. 
Hence 
boa - ‘b E ker p n H,, = Z( HhU). 
Now let x E S. Then b’(ax)‘p b’(bx)’ = (bx)’ so that 




x6, = -Wxo.,o~,(Pd.(.w)~ 
= (xa)” a-’ (ax)” xa’a(xa)’ 
= (xa)’ a-‘(ax)Oxa 
= (xb)’ (a -‘b’)(ax)O x(ab’) since (.a, b) E p g b’, 
= (xb)’ boa - IbO( xab’ 
= (xb)’ (boa -‘b)[b-‘(ax)‘xab’l 
= (xb)’ lb-‘(ax)’ xabO](bOa 
= (xb)’ b ‘(ax)” (bx)’ xa’b 
= (xb)’ b~‘(b”(ax)O][(bx)ox~ 
= (xb)’ b-‘[(bx)“x]IbO(ax)OI 
= (xb)’ b ‘(b-u)’ xb 
= X8,. 
Thus (iii) holds. 
‘6) by (14). 
since a 2 6, 
sob 
sob by (15)v 
8. C(S)LN MATRIX FORM 
In this section we obtain descriptions of C(S) and related semigroups in 
the case S = /(I, G, A ; P). 
LEMMA 8.1. Let S =. /(I, G, A; P) and let A+ OJ, be a function 
mapping A into .~d(G). Fix ,u E A and define a function 6 on S b)l 
6: (6 g, A) + (iv P,i’( P.Li L?) WI 3 P)- (16) 
Then 6 satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) in Notation 7.1. Conversely, eL!erJ 
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function satisfying these requirements can be so constructed for some 
function A + w., and index ,a E A. 
Proof: Let 6 be as defined above. Then it satisfies (i) since c~, is an 
automorphism of G and (i, g, 1) 6 = (-, -,p). Condition (ii) also follows 
from the form of 6. viz., (i, g, I) 6 = (i, -, -). Fix f = (i, p.~‘, A). Again the 
form of 6 clearly indicates that 6],, is a bijection of I.r onto I!.<,. Further 
(i. g. 1) 4k k 1) 6 = (i, p;i’(p,ig) q.~u)(k. p;:(p,,h) UJ 13,u) 
= (6 p;i’(p.ti gp.,,h) et y pu) 
as required. 
= (i, gp.,,h. A) S = ((i, g. /l)(k, h. A)) b‘ 
For the converse, let 6 satisfy (i)-( iii in Notation 7. I with r(u) = L,,. e = ) 
(j, P;~‘,,D). For a fixed J E/i, 6, = a],, is an isomorphism of ~5, onto L,. 
By the general construction of isomorphisms of Rees matrix semigroups. see 
[ 2, Theorem 2.81, there exist: a permutation c of I, a function i --) ui E G, an 
automorphism w of G, and functions r: ,I+ I’.\, q: J --t ,U such that 
” \ P.Ln.iSUi = P.liw (17) 
and. for all (i. g, A) E L.,, 
(i. g, A) 8.1 = (it, ui( gw) L’.i, AV). 
By condition (ii). we must have it= i for all i E I: condition (i) implies 
1~ = ,u. Since this occurs for each 1 E /1, we may write ui., . UI, instead of ui 
and CO. respectively. We thus arrive at the following formula: 
(i, g, 1) 6 = (i7 ui.~(gw.~) L’.\ - ,Pu). 
with the condition from (17) 
(18) 
“.I Pui ‘i-1 = P.liw.l (i E I, A E A). (19) 
We can now write (19) in the form 
which substituted in (18) gives 
Since w.~ E,.., is again an automorphism of G, dependent only on A, we obtain 
that 6 is indeed of the general form (16) in the statement of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 8.2. The function 6 in Lemma 8.1 satisfies condition (iv) in 
Notation 7.1 with e = e(6) = (j, pii’, ,u) if and only if CO, = E, ,,o for some 
LO E .d(G) and all il E A. 
ProoJ Let 6 satisfy 7.l(iv). For any elements a, b E S and s E R,. by 
Lemma 7.2. 
XV),O.(xb)n(D,,b)O,(~b,o = tab)’ xW)O. 
If we substitute x, a, and b by (j, x, A), (k. a, v), and (4, 6, 8) we obtain from 
the left side in 7.l(iv) 
The hypothesis then asserts, replacing c in 7.1(k) by (y, c, a), that 
Ck* P,;f(POjxP.ij Pi..‘) w,,P)=Ck3 P,;:(P,xP.~jP~~‘)O,,~) 
for all 19, o E A. It follows that 
for all x E G, so that E;@; wg = ~7~; CO,. Now letting w = cpt(: w,. we conclude 
that w, = ePsjw for all 0 E A, as required. 
Conversely, if o.~ = epIjw, for some w E A’(G) and for all 1 E A, then, in 
the above notation, the left side of 7.l(iv) becomes 
which shows that 6 satisfies condition 7.l(iv) since the last expression does 
not contain 0 and is therefore independent of the choice of b. 
The combination of Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 now gives a description of 
elements of C(S) when S is given in matrix form. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let S =. [(I, G,A; P). Let w  E .d(G), ,u En and 
define a function 6 on S bJ1 
6: (i, g3 A> + (k Pii’[(P,li g) Ep,,jWl, PI* 
Then 6 E C(S) and every element of C(S) can be so constructed for some 
w  E d(G), j E I, ,u E A. Moreover, 6 E I(S) if and only if w  E 3’(G). 
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Pro@ The first assertion follows from Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2. To prove 
the second assertion, we compute 
and for any element (j. h, P), 
Cj. g- pu) Et i.h.ul = (j. h.,u-' (j. g,p)(j, kpu) 
= (j. Pij'hp'gP,jh.P))= (j. P~j'(gPu,j)Eh*Pu)' (21) 
A comparison of (20) and (2 1) proves the second assertion of the 
proposition. 
9. THE DUAL 
For each of the objects Q(S), C(S) and the homomorphisms 8, A, 6 there 
is a left-right dual obtained by writing mappings as left operators. We will 
denote the dual of each object or morphism by a prime, Q’(S). 6’. etc. We 
give some definitions: 
with rr,;, Sk, (pk and C’(S) defined analogously. 
The objects and morphisms may be presented as follows. 
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The mappings p and p’ are the natural projections. 
By Proposition 6.1 and its dual, the two left-hand squares commute. By 
the definitions of 6, and its dual, the four triangles on the right side of the 
diagram also commute. It is clear that the congruences induced by OS and ‘57; 
are equal. What is surprising, however, is that the product 6, x ~3~. induces 
the same congruence as Bs and &, as we are about to show. Thus, whatever 
is lost by combining 0, with A, (respectively, ‘9; with A;) is recaptured in the 
product. This yields a representation of S (not generally faithful) as a 
subdirect product of semigroups of full mappings of S with nice local 
properties (.2- (respectively Y-) class preserving and isomorphisms on J’- 
(respectively .+) classes). 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let S be a completely simple semigroup. 
(i) The image of S under 6, x 8.; is a subdirect product P(S) of 
Z(S) x Z’(S) where 
P(S) = ((6, S’) 1 (i) e(6) = e(6’) and (ii) (6’s) 6 = x (X E H,,,,) 1. 
(ii) The congruence induced by 6, x 8.4 is idempotent separating with 
kernel equal to the metacentre M(S). 
Proof. (i) For a E S. 6, x S,;.: a + (E,,, ~6) where e(c,) = a” = e(&;,) 
and, for any x E H,,,, 
Thus (E,, F;) E P(S). For (6, S’) E P(S). let 6 = F,, 6’ = E; and e = 
e(&,) = e(&L). Then, for all x E H,, 
so that g = a- ‘b E Z(H,). Hence E, = E,, = E,, and 
S,xS,;: b-(&b.&;,)=(&,.&;,)=(8.a’). 
Thus P(S) is the image of S. 
(ii) By Lemma 7.8(ii). ~3~ o 6;’ s 1 and by the dual of Lem- 
ma 7.8(ii). S.k 0 (6;))’ s 8. Hence. if p is the congruence induced by 
S,Y x S-4, p E YY. By Proposition 7.8(iii) and its dual. 
ker 8, 0 8,’ = ker Sk 0 (6;.))’ = M(S) 
and so ker p = M(S). 
Since the congruences induced by OS and 6, x ~3; are the same, the image 
of S must be isomorphic. Explicitly, 
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COROLLARY 9.2. The mapping 
is an isomorphism of O(S) onto P(S). 
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